Chiang Lee Pei, 25 Jan 2011
I came to know of Mr Edmund Lee through a friend. She told me that she sent her son to
him for cycling lessons, and that he was good. Her son had learnt how to cycle within 4
lessons. I was trying very hard to learn cycling. I had been trying to do so since last year’s
Chinese New Year. I had my fair share of falling, but was just not able to cycle. As I told my
friend about my resolution – to learn cycling before 26 years old, she told me of Mr Edmund
Lee.
And I am glad that I did contact Mr Lee. He is really experienced and skilled. I told him I am
a slow learner, with poor kinesthetic skill, he told me it’s all right. I just have to believe that I
can do it. It’s all in the mind. And that he is always there, I can trust him. And he is right!! He
is always there. I had learned the basic skills by first lesson, and had a feel of how great it is
to cycle freely, and amazingly, by the third lesson, I am able to cycle freely on my own.
Learning cycling from Mr Lee is different from learning from your own as he really teaches
the correct skills. I never know that cycling has its sets of skills, dos and do not until I’ve met
Mr Lee.
Mr Lee’s sense of humour really lightens up the class. His patience is evident when I kept
making the same mistake during the learning process. Before I met Mr Lee, my learning to
cycling experience was always painful, but his lessons prove that one can learn cycling
without falling! I would highly recommend Mr Lee to anyone who wants to learn cycling
painlessly. Ending off, Mr Lee mentioned this to me – ‘I believe I can teach anyone who
comes to me to cycle’. I believe this too.

